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Problem.— Conventional cost aoooimting procedures have been an
object of concern to business men and economists for several decades.
The accepted practices of recording historical costs are admittedly in¬
flexible and are known to be, in many instances, incapable of providing
the information desirable for the most efficient management.
Objections to this recording of historical data have been lound and
long} but it is worth mentioning -Hiat they have been loudest in periods
of rising prices and less heard in times of deflation. During the twenties,
when prices were rapidly rising, there cam© frcm industrialists a nuiaber
of suggestions for substituting current costs for the historical ones
recorded; but the suggested reforms diiring that period seemed to have been
directed at showing current values in the balance sheet only. The in¬
flation of the 1940’s produced a like controversy, but one more forceful,
with more participants, and dedicated to a different purpose, that of
proper income reporting.
It would be difficult to unravel all the proffered suggestions and
to mold them into one system of income reporting that woiild fill the re¬
quirements of everyone concerned. In fact, it is my belief that such a
system may never be developed; that there must always be many systems of
cost and income accounting, each designed and conducted with a view to




It will be notived from the title of Ihis woiic that here we are
concerned only with the views of the accountant and the economists as to
the determination of income and cost. The views of the business men or
the industrialists are not completely omitted, for it will bo seen that
where their views are contrary to the aocoimtants', they are embraced by
the economists'; although the latter contend that certain informs proposed
by the industrialists only partly correct faults of the accountant. Ihe
system of income reporting considered here is one geaired to the purpose of
supplying the proper cost and income information to management. This, it
is generally agreed, includes all cost and income information which is
needed for the most efficient administration of the firm.
Limitations.— The problem of the business-man is mainly one of fact,
but it cannot be denied that a theoretical framewoifc, which is supplied by
economists is a necessary beginning. Many economists have been very
generous in their suggestions of solutions to business problems, and
particularly to the problem of costing. It is known, however, that in many
instances, the "business" or "situation" which the economist studies is a
model created by him, and forces assumed to act upon Ihis model are also
carefully selected; hence the result is a wonderful exercise in the
science of logic, but the solution, Tonfortxmately, is inapplicable to the
bvisiness world whore neither the model nor the stimuli are either created
or selected. Such suggestions are hardly to be taken seriously. Other
proposals by economists, would, if adopted, greatly enahance the sercioe-
ability of the accountants' reports. We will only be concerned here with
the latter.
Purpose.— It is my purpose here to critically analyze the methods of
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costs and income determination used by economists and accountants; and
to sTiggest possible ways of utilizing suggestions by economists which
seem most expedient. Ihe ultimate aim is to present management with a
method of obtaining the most useful information concerning costs and in¬
come.
CHAPTER II
USES OF COST INFORMATION
Introduction.— Much of the controversy between economists and
accountants as to what should be included in income eind cost statements
is due to the fact that each group, frequently, requires the information
for different purposes. We find the economists surveying large segments
of society and the classifying data according to movements within that
area. The accountant and business-man, on the other hand, are concerned
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with a tiny segnent of the economists' terrain, that of a particular firm.
Many of the arguments are irreconcilable because of these different view¬
points. We will be concerned here only with proposals which are applicable
to a particular firm; since it is the use to which cost information is to
be put that should determine its content.
To discuss or even to mention the hundreds of uses that a fim may
have for cost information is an impossibility. They are far too nxamerous,
and are dependent on too many vaiying issues s\ich as the size of the fim,
kind of economy, etc. to be classified. We can, however, broadly classify
the problems which, at present, are the concern of almost evei^ enterprise.
They may be classified thus;
(l) pricing of products, (2) legal and financial requirements, (3)
controlling expenditure, (4) forecasting, and (6) decision making.
It is not suggested here that a different statement of cost is needed
to arrive at successful solutions to each of these problems. Indeed, it
^John P. Powelson, Bconomio Accounting (New York, 1955), p. 195.
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it Tuill be noticed that the same statements may be used for most of them,
but the information will at times need to be reclassified, adjusted, or
rendered more usable by some other means of modification. Let us briefly
examine what is involved in each of •tdiese uses to which cost information
is put.
Pricing Policies.— It is generally known that the cost-of-production
directly affects pricing policies, and yet it is a determinant of selling
price only when the factors of production are elastic in supply. When the
factors of production are inelastic in supply, the cost-of-production is
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determined by the selling price. We are here concerned with firms whose
factors of production are elastic in supply.
How much discretion a firm has in establishing the price of its
products depend on a number of conditions such as; (l) the position and
practices of existing competition and the likelihood of potential entries,
(2) the demand curve for the product, and (3) the opportunities for in-
2
novation.
It is known that, all too often, management is not aware of the
demand factors which surround the firm’s products; but for the sake of
convenience and brevety we shall assume that all firms are aware of the
shape and position of Iheir demand curve. Ihe problems considered here
will be encoimtered by every firm regardless of demand factors.
Despite individual problems, the pricing policies of each firm must
have several basic aims: (l) to maintain capital intact for fiarther
^aul A. Samuelson, Economics (New York, 1958), p.




production, (2) to secure a reasonable return on capital investments,
and (3) to cover cost-of-production. If these three basic aims are not
realized, liquidation is almost inevitable.
Legal and Financial.— Persons and agencies outside of the firm
per se often control what cost and income information may be used for
legal and financial requirements. The Federal Government and inactive
investors are examples of such control. In fact, the most important
legal and financial requirements of cost and income reporting are income
taxation and reports for investors and the general public.
Controlling Expenditures.— Controlling expenditures is self-
explanatory, and is one of the fxmdamental uses of cost information.
Forecasting.— Forecasting has become an increasingly important
task of management in recent years. It is advantageous to estimate
future costs and income and to \ise these estimates as a basis for many
decisions. Ihe estimates are also compared to standard and historical
costs for purposes of measuring effieienoy. IHiis use of cost information
penetrates all of "the other uses with the possible exception of "legal
and financial."
Decision-making.— llie last use mentioned, that of "decision-making"
is perhaps most important as it has reference to every activity from the
opening to the liqxiidation of the fim. For Ihe most part, it will in¬
clude managerial decisions such as the proper use to make of certain
capital assets, nitoether or not to market a by-product, and so on.
These needs of business are important. A "good cost accounting
system" can only be defined as one which provides the information most
essential to proper management. After a short discussion on cost and
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inccjme concepts, we shall examine the existing practices of cost account¬
ing in the light of the needs of business, and shall suggest the supple¬
mentation of information whenever it is feasible.
CHAPTER III
COST COHCEPTS, THEIR MEANINGS AND APPLICATIONS
Meanings of Cost.— A "cost" to an accountant is an expenditure or
1
an outlay made to acquire goods or services. As one of the results of
a given transaction, the figure emerges only after the transaction has
taken place. "Costs" are recorded by the accountant and deducted from
receipts or payments made into the firm for goods or seirvices. The re¬
sulting figure is known as "net income" or "profits." Historical costs
are the important ones to the accoimtant for they are records of actual
transactions.
Hie economists' agree that these records of expenditures rocorded
by the acco\mtant are properly called costs, but contend that this record¬
ing of the results of historical events does not produce the total cost
figure which is most important to management. To him, it is future costs
and revenues that are all important; and his net income figures, like the
accountants, would be the excess of receipts over payments, but would be
in terms of future events rather than past ones.
Boih the accountant and the economist are correct in defining "costs,"
for ihe term has many meanings in many different situations. Hie kind of
cost concept to use depends upon the use to which the information is to
be applied. An examination of some of the more popular conceptual conflicts
between the two groups in question will clarify this point.
Past vs. Future Costs.— Economists contend that historical costs as
A. Paton, Accountants* Handbook (New York, 1947), p. 712.
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recorded by accountants are practically worthless save for fulfilling
legal requiirements, that it is future costs that are ail important. It
is true that most managerial decisions require forecasts of future cost,
but historical costs are not as worthless as they are made to appear, for
how else can one judge the future except by past experience? One authority
states that:
Most of the raw material for these special cost estimates
comes from traditional double entry record systems that are the
basis for balance-sheets and income statements to serve the legal,
financial, and tax needs of the entreprise. The interesting cost
problems of managerial economics arise in adjusting and sxipple-
menting this basic historical record of costs in order to produce
the kind of special-purpose costs that management needs in various
problems.^
Income taxation and other legal requirements necessitate a high de¬
gree of uniformity an accounting, and it is only actually-incurred past
costs that are useful for these purposes. It is the past cost trends
revealed by this historically-recorded data that afford the background
for future costs and income forecasts. These forecasts, in turn, are the
basis of many managerial decisions including pricing and expenditure
controls. It is only "tiirou^ these records that a fim can analyze its
past activity and profit from its experiences.
It seems that proper credit has not been given to cost accounting
for the many practices recently adopted to provide more useful cost in¬
formation to management. Estimates of future cost and income are made by
cost accounting depar-tanents for several ptirposes, among which are: (l)
to control expenditures, (2) to provide a basis for planning and co-
2
ordination of activities, and (3) measures of accomplishments. TTow for
^Joel Dean, Managerial Economics (New York, 1951), p. 249.
^Theodore Lang (ed.). Cost Accountants* Handbook (New York, 1944),
p. 1272.
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these estimates can be projected into the future is a matter to be
decided by each fim, depending on the type of product, structure of
demand and supply factors, and other considerations too numerous to
mention. It seems unlikely -that meaningful projections can be made for
more than a year or two, for fluctuating conditions and unforeseeable
events would soon render them too erroneous to be useful.
It wo\ild be wonderful indeed if cost and income forecasts could be
projected far into the future and activities of the firm based thereon;
but this is not practical and will not be as long as mankind remains so
unpredictable. We must then take the facts ihat have been recorded for
us, make projections based thereon as far as it is wise to do so, and act
accordingly.
Replacement vs. Historical Costs.— This is essentially the same
conflict as that of past vs. future costs but is concerned chiefly with
the method for carrying assets on the balance sheet and establishing
amotmts of costs that are used for income determination. The cost to re¬
place an asset instead of the actual outlay made to acquire it is said by
some to be the proper method for calculating depreciation. The main argu¬
ment is that only policies based on replacement costs will maintain
capital intact, i.e., provide for replacements when necessaiy.
A third meiiiod suggested as the basis for carrying assets on the
books and charging depreciation is current costs. So profound are the
arguments for these concepts 1hat their discussion merits a separate
chapter. This shall be discussed at length in Chapter V.
Opportunity vs. Outlay Costs.— This disagreement is to the inclusive¬
ness of cost, more explicitly stated, is what cost items should be deducted
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from total revenue to get the figure called ”net income” or "profit."
As has been previously stated, accountants consider the residual of income
over the "actually-incurred cost-of-production” to be profits which
properly accrue to the owners of the enteirprise or the investors.
Economists are critical of "ttiis practice of considering only cash items
in cost, for it is believed that other costs are incurred which do not
necessitate cash transactions. Such costs are called "opportunity costs."
Let us examine the nature of these costs and the case for them as presented
by economists.
An "opportunity cost” may be described as the value of a displaced
alternative. This could be, and at times is, a highly abstract concept;
and the "cost" is frequently merely a figment in the mind of a decision-
1
maker emd is incalculable. This concept, viewed in this manner, would
never suit our purpose here; so we will simplify the definition to bo, "an
amount of money foregone to engage in a specific activity." Actmlly
there may be several alternatives, but the relevant one is the next best
alternative to the one finally chosen. Assimie that a man has opened a
general store. He pays himself no particular salary, but he is the sole
owner and all profits accrue to him. Suppose that the man is a capable
manager and could secure a position with a large fiimi for $10,000 per year.
This $10,000 becomes an "opportunity cost," for it is the value of the
displaced alternative of hiring out his managerial ability. Economists
would include this cost in the total cost of production.
The fundamental difference in the natture of an opportvinity cost and
1
G. F. Thirlby, "The Subjective Theory of Value and Cost Aocounting,
Economica (February, 1946).
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an actual one recorded by an accountant is that the latter emerges after
and as a result of a particular decision, eind requires an expenditure to
be made; whereas the former is ephermeral, loses its significance with
the making of a decision, and requires no outlay to be made.
Business men are constantly considering a number of alternative courses
of action. This invariably involves valuation. It is important that the
"opportunity cost" is recognized, for it measures the sacrifice necessary
A¥hen a particular course is chosen in preference to other possible ones.
Cost accountants and management personnel must take into consideration
these foregone alternatives when deciding upon any course of action, but
we must discount the idea that general cost accounting systems can
advantageously employ this cost concept to any great degree, for the v
opportunity cost to be determined in each instance will be different and
will require special attention. To estimate the "opportunity costs” for
every plan (despite size) considered by management would be an impossible
task to impose on any cost accounting department.
There is one suggestion by economists for the inclusion of an "op¬
portunity cost," however, that merits more discussion. It is that interest
on capital inveshaent should be included in the cost of production. This
is discussed in the chapter following.
CHAPTER IV
IHTEREar ON CAPITAL AS A COaT-QF-PRODOCPION
Economists would divide "net profit" Into two parts; one part being
the proceeds which normally accrue to capital Invested with a minimum
of risk, and the second part being a reward for risk-bearing. The first
part is known as "interest on capital," and is the amount of money which
the investment would have produced in income if invested elsewhere with
a minimum of risk. This amount known as Interest, therefore, becomes Em
"opportunity cost" to the firm in which the capital is finally en5>loyed.
According to this theory it shotild be included in the cost-of-production
Emd deducted from lnc<»ne in order to get a figure which represents "real"
profits.
Accountants disagree with this treatment of interest on capltsil as
sm es^ense for it is not a cost in the accounting sense. It is a cost
which Eirose because of a displaced opportunity smd lost its meaning as
soon as the specific investment was decided iqton. Let us look to the
needs of btisiness for our decision.
If a firm is in a position to choose it's own prices, it is purely
a matter for individual concern whether or not to include interest on
capital as a cost emd raise prices accordingly. If pricing was the
only issue concerned, each firm would have to be considered sepEmately.
The DepEurtment of IntemEd. Revenue does not recognize "opportxmlty
costs" as costs of production, for it is known that it accepts only
actually-incurred costs; therefore, the inclusion of interest would be
vmsultable for this legal purpose. In fact, for a3JL legal Emd finanelal
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purposes, the reward to capital is included in the figure of "net profits"
as determined hy the accountant. It is reasoned hy this groT:g> that, one
having a sum to invest, may do one of two things; lend it for Interest,
or make a capitcU. investment. If the latter is chosen it is because it
is estimated that the return will he greater than if the former had been
chosen. The Interest and the security which the former investment pro¬
vided is sacrificed in favor of an expected hi^er retxirn. What might
have been earned if the holder of the amount to invest had done otherwise
is irrelevant.^
In the case of proper Income reporting, the inclusion of Interest on
capital suggests profits which do not exist in many Instances. If lnte]>
est is charged into cost and all of the indirect cost is applied to pro¬
duction, all of the Interest will be charged to inventory accounts. If
the off-setting credit to interest charge is made to lnc(xiie, the result
is a profit. If all of the inventory was sold during the period, the
Interest would be earned whether or not it was recorded as Interest
Income. But a part of the inventories is usually on hand at the end of
the period, and to the extent that Interest is Included in these inven¬
tories, their value is Inflated and profits are anticipated. It is thus
possible for a firm not having made any sales at all to show profits for
a given period by including Interest on capital. Suppose that a company
is formed with a capitalization of $100,000. During the first year, pro*
ducts are mantifact\n'ed, but no sales are made. If Interest is charged
into cost at five per cent, the inventory will be increased by $5>000.
Thus at the end of the period the books will show an income of $^,000
Solomon, Studies in Costing (London, 19^1) > P> ^62.
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which shoxild he available for dividends but which, in reality, does not
exist.
Cost information for legal and financial purposes should be con¬
servative emd capable of easy comprehension, for it is viewed by many
with little real knowledge of the internal administration of the firm.
It does not seem advisable that interest on capital should be incltided
as a cost in this information, for it woxild entail the general acceptance
of some rate to iise; some accepted manner of applying whatever rate
decided \q>on; and constant changes in both the rate and the method of
application, depending upon conditions of the prevailing Interest rates.
To Include Interest on capital in cost for reasons of controlling
expenditures can be advantageous. It can serve a useful puxpose in
makixig ccmparIsons; for when the interest on the capltEd. tied tp in
each of two alternative factors is considered in arriving at unit cost,
there may be a difference in the final cost which will favor one or the
other factors. These costs which include this Interest on capital would
be useful for such decisions as whether to make a product by hand or by
machine, or by either of two kinds of machines; whether to CEurry large
or small Inventories of material or finished goods; whether to buy or
rent plant and buildings, etc. This interest, however, should not be in*
eluded in Inventory values or in profit until it has been realized. The
method for including it follows.
Accounts are opened for Interest on Investment in each depart¬
ment. A reserve aceoTint, known as Interest Reserve, is used on
the general ledger to record the amount of interest charged to cost.
The monthly entry should be:
On the General Journal:
Indirect cost control .....xxxxx
Interest Reserve xxxxx
To record the Interest on investment charged to cost as per
schedule of fixed charges.
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On the cost records:
An entry in the account for each department of the amount of
Interest applicable to that department as shown by the schedule
of fixed charges.
At the close of the fiscal year a computation is made of the amovint
of Interest chargeable to cost of goods sold and to the inventories
of work in progress and finished goods. This computation is ustially
made on the basis of the cost of each element as in the following
assunptlon: Percent
Cost of Qoods Sold. $150,000.00
Inventory, Finished Goods W,000.00
Inventory, Work in Process 10,000.00
total $200,000.00
Assuming that the credit to the reserve during the year was
$10,000, the amount of Interest applicable to each element
100
is:
Cost of Goods Sold 7^^ of $10,000.00....$7,!^.00
Inventory, Finished Goods 20^ of i;i0,000.00.... 2,000.00
Inventory, Work in Process 5^ of $10,000.00.... 500.00
total $10,000.00
A Journal entry is then made as follows:
Interest Reserve $7,500.00
Retained Earnings... $7,500.00
To transfer to Retained Earnings the interest on Investment
realized by sales.
The effect of this entry is to make available for dividends
the interest that has been realized by sales. The Interest Reserve
Account then shows a credit balance of $2,500.00, which may be de¬
ducted from the inventories in the preparation of a balance sheet
as follows:
Inventory, Finished Goods ...$40,000.00
Less, Unrealized Interest on
Inventory 2,000.00 $38,000.00
Inventory, Work in Process $10,000.00
Less, IJnreallzed Interest on
Inventory 500.00 $ 9,500.00^
It seems that interest on investment should also be Included in
estimated future costs. It is frequently argued that this should not be
since it honpers comparison of historical cost statements with the esti¬
mates, which conparlsons help to measure efficiency and control expendi¬
ture. But we have suggested here that cost reports whose purpose it is
to provide information for the controlling of expenditure should also
W. B. Lawrence, Cost Accoiintlng (London, 1955)> P* 224.
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incltide this interest. One of the chief reasons for cost projection is
to compare alternatives^ and the case for the usefulness of "opportunity
costs" in this respect has been given.
CHAPTER V
BEPBECIATION ADD VAIUATION OF ASSETS
Meaning of Depreciation.— Depreciation accoimtlng Is a system of
accounting vhlch alms to distribute the cost or other basic valTie of
tangible capital assets less salvage (if any) over the estimated useful
life of the unit In a rational manner. It Is a process of allocation,
not of valuation. Depreciation for a year Is that portion of total
charge under such a system that Is allocated to the year.^ In conven¬
tional accounting It Is usually the cost of the asset which Is allocated.
That cost should Include transportation. Installation, and any other
costs Incurred In the process of acquisition. From this should be de¬
ducted all discounts, allowances, and estimated salvage value. Despite
differences among accountants as to the proper method of allocating this
cost over the useful life of the assets. In all cases, the total charge
p
would equal the monetary cost of the asset to the firm.
Concepts of Depreciation.— According to economists there are two
kinds of depreciation. One Is the "opporttinlty cost" of assets, or the
value of a foregone alternative use for them. This depreciation Is more
commonly called "user cost," and will be discussed at length later.^
J, C, Bonbrlght, Valtatlon of Property (New York, 1937)> Ch. 10.
2
National Conference Board Stiidles In Business Economies. No. 22
(New York, 1950).
3
J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Eaployment Interest and Money
(London, 1942), p. 53.
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A second kind of depreciation considered 1)7 economists Is the ex¬
haustion of a year's worth of limited valuable life of an asset. The pur¬
pose of this depreciation charge Is to preserve capital by shifting It
into equally profitable ventures. There Is made, periodically, a charge
to Income to accumulate this amount to be reinvested. The amount to be
cximulated Is not based on the historical cost of the asset, but more
properly on the cost of the replacement which will produce conqparable
earnings.^ This depreciation charge Is considered by some econmlst, to
be a cost, and the proper one for purposes of calculating the depreci¬
ation expense In the income statement. The concept Is often referred to
as "replacement cost depreciation." The major question Is whether de¬
preciation Is provided with a view to replacing out of profits the
accounting cost of an asset or to accumulating the estimated cost of a
replacement.
The estimated replaconent cost may be a future cost projection based
on the e^qpected r^lacement cost at the end of the life of existing
assets; or It may be based on replacement at current prices. The diffi¬
culties of lengthy future cost projections have been mentioned pre¬
viously and any estimate of the replacement cost of equipment at the
time of expiration of existing assets which expire, say ten years hence
may in time become too erroneous to be useful. Assuming that more
dependable projections of one or two years ere made, the annual depreci¬
ation charge based on such estimates are synonymous with current costs.
The depreciation charge would then cease to have any relation to the
historical cost of existing assets, but would be a process of saving and
^Joel Dean, Managerial Economics (New York, 1951) > P« l8»
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reinvesting out of Income periodic amounts for the pxnnpose of maintain¬
ing capital Intact. This proposal for the adoption of the use of re¬
placement costs as a basis for depreciation has been modified through
tjse. Althoii^, In Its pure sense. It Is con^letely divorced from any
historical costs. In Its common use It Is related to the original In¬
vestment although historical cost of the original Investment would not
provide the basis for the depreciation charge. A full understanding of
the meaning and inqpllcatlons of this concept can be seen In the state¬
ment of a larger problem which gives rise to this Issue; that of "cur¬
rent versus historical" costs as a basis for valuatlng assets.
Corrent vs. Historical Valuation of Assets.— In periods of advanc¬
ing prices, business Is confronted with the problem of replacing assets
at a higher price than the original price of the existing ones. The con¬
ventional depreciation charge, based on original cost Is Insufficient
to finance replacements; therefore, business must call for additional
capital In order to maintain the producing entity Intact. This under-
depreciation, it is said, leads to Incorrect pricing, incorrect re¬
porting of income, and reduces the amount of net profits available for
divldents, thereby discouraging investment.^ For this reason a depreci¬
ation charge based on the current cost of replacing the asset is believed
to be a more appropriate one.
Some Practical Uses of C?urrent and Replacement Costs Concepts.— It
has been said that pricing policies should aim to maintain the physical
producing entity for purposes of further production; it follows that if
National Conference Board Studies In Business Policy, Hemdllng
Higher Replacement Costs," No. 4? (New York, 1950)»
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depreciation based on original costs leads to the establishment of prices
Insvifficlent to serve this purpose, other measures must be taken. The
basing of depreciation on cturrent cost is freqxiently defended by such
arguments as, "it is current cost of labor and materials that are impor¬
tant in pricing; therefore, current cost of assets should be used."^
This is not a soimd argument for one co\ild retaliate by suggesting that
it is also the actually-Incurred cost of labor eind materials that are
considered; therefore, the actually-Incurred cost of assets should be
used. In the case of labor and materials, cash payments are made so
frequently that historical costs aind current costs are usually equal.
If there was no change in the price level of assets, surely this question
vo\ild never have arisen. Pricing policies are usually determined by
cost and Income projections. There is no reason why a depreciation ex¬
pense based on current costs could not be used for pricing policies if
the management believed it to be necessary or e^edient. This sin^dy
requires eua adjustment of the depreciation charge as it will be recorded
on the conventional statements.
For pxirposes of reporting Income, a depreciation chstrge based on
current costs would be misleading. We have defined Income (net) as the
excess of receipts over payments; or the excess of total revenue over
total cost-of-production. A depreciation charge based on replacement
cost is not a cost of production, but is an expendlttire which is expected
to be made in the futoire. If prices are based on costs which Include
depreciation charged at current cost, an amovmt will be included in "net
profits" which would not be Included if depreciation was charged on a
lower historical cost figure. This will allow a firm to retain, out of
. A. Paton, Aceo\intants' Handbook (New York, 194?)» P» 7l6
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Income, an amoxxat equal to the difference between the historically based
depreciation charge and the current one without greatly decreasing the
amount available for dividends. This will, of coinrse, depend on the
factors Influencing the pricing policies of the particular firm In
question.
The practice of using depreciation on current cost has many diffi¬
culties. First Is the problem of estimating the ctirrent replacement
cost of a like asset. Assets are often not replaced In kind, but in a
similar asset with a different potential than the existing one. The
replacement shotald be examined for its productive capacity In relation
to the existing one. If it is found that the productive capacity of
the former is greater and will be more income-producing than the latter,
It Is doubtful that an amount should be charged as great as the esti¬
mated replacement cost, but consideration should be given to the addi¬
tional income that the replacement will earn for the firm. It may be
possible, despite price inflation, to replace old assets with new ones
whose dollar cost per unit of productive capacity or output is less
than that of the cheaper but less efficient asset that Is being re¬
placed} but what is the relevance of replacement requirements to depre¬
ciation allowances?^
It does not follow that the assets of a firm should be revalued on
the books to equal this estimated cost of replacement; nor should the
depreciation charge based on this method need to be shown in publicly
displayed Income statements. The Bureau of Internal Revenue does not
Robert Eisner, "Depreciation Allowances, Replacement and Growth,"
Amerlceui Economic Review, Ho. 5 (December, 1952).
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recognize replacement costs as costs-of-production; and it would not be
in keeping with the object of income taxation to do so. Net income as
previously defined is the amount properly tsixable under a system of in¬
come taxation. If the assets sure revalued in the balance sheet to re¬
flect current prices, the result will be an increase in owner's equity
caused by the recording of an unrealized gain. This is not advisable,
as these public statmnents should be conservative. It has been authora-
tively stated that any attenpt to make property accounts reflect current
values is both impractical emd inexpedient.^
"User Cost,” Its Uses and Implications.— "User cost" is a kind of
depreciation which maybe effectively estployed by management in decisions
concerning the proper use and disposal of assets. It may be determined
as follows:
Assxming that the asset can be sold;
(a) The present value of its expected yields in future years of
life, plus scrap value (also disco^mted) nnist exceed the price for which
it can be sold. The yield expected this year must equal at least the
difference between the price and the e:^ected yield of the remaining (n-l)
years, plus scrap value. If this difference is positive, this is a mini¬
mum value of this yeeur's user cost. If the price is not greater than
the sum expected in the other (n-l) yeeirs, this minimum user cost is
zero.
(b) This year's yield must also exceed the difference between the
price that coxild be obtained for the asset this year and next year's
^Accounting Research Bulletin, No. 5> American Institute of Accovint-
ants
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price is used this year. If this year's expected yield exceeds the sum
stipulated in (a), hut not this sum, the time pattern of yields in out¬
side uses is different from the time pattern of the yields or the firm
in question, and the asset should he used elsewhere this year and re¬
turned to tise here next year. (This asstimes physical wear and tear to
he the same in either use this year).
(c) This year's yield must also exceed the yield from any future
year excltided from vise hy this year's use. If working life is determined
hy wear and tear, this year must he one of the most profitable; user
cost is the yield of the (n-l) the most profitable year.^
We now have three values of user cost. The relevant one is the
larger one. This cost should he considered when such decisions are
pending as how to use or dispose of assets. If it has heoi decided that
a particular asset is to he used in a certain way, this cost, like
other "opportvmlty costs" loses Its significance.
Authvir Lewis, "Fixed Costs," Economics (February, 1950), pp. 13, 233..
CHAPTER VI
CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSK
Capital gains and losses are often called "extraneous Income and
essences" or "windfalls." They may be defined as losses or Inccxne which
are due to causes outside the normsil operation of the firm, and are
ustially tmant iclpated. A fire loss and a parcel of real estate sold at
a profit 6tre exanQ)les of a capital gain and loss respectively.
It is the belief of accounts that these gains and losses should not
be recorded on the books of the firm until they are realized in cash;
the reason being that an expense or receipt to a firm is measured in
terms of money spent or received. Although in some cases the gain or
loss may be expected it is very difficult to determine the exact amount
vintll payment has been made or received.
Economists contend that the items should be shown when their existence
becomes obvious. Here again we have the same controversy as to whether
non*cash items shovild be included in costs and Income determinations.
The answer remains unchanged. For piirposes of forecasting and pricing
these anticipated future events should be considered. For legal €ind
public uses they should not be included. To Include them in conventional
statements would render a figure which does not adhere to the meaning of




Wey Trenda In Aeeountlng DepartBents*— The fact that many firms
\
today can boast of cost accounting departments separate from their general
ones and dedicated to a different prirpose is evidence of progress in the
gathering of proper cost infonnation. These cost accounting departments
are largely concerned with costs and Income forecasts for purposes of
pricing Eind other managerial decisions.
The National Conference Board Studies in Business Policy also dis¬
close that during periods of rising prices, dividends are kept abnormally
low in order to provide fvmds for replacements, expansion, and moderni¬
zation; that hl^er replacement costs are frequently tedcen into account
in pricing of products, and that Insurance coverage has been Increased
by nearly all companies because of higher replacement costs.^
Also pointing to progress is the emphasis being placed in other
specialized Eureas of costing such as time studies and unit cost studies.
Althouf^ many are still in'^Tormative stages, cost accounting depart¬
ments are rapidly arriving at methods of securing the cost information
needed by managemmat.
Economic Analysis of Accounting Data.— Most of the raw material
for the many cost concepts that need to be developed for managerial
decisions is to be found in the traditional double entry record systems.
It is the economic emalysls of this material that presents the largest





Economic analysis must be used to decide vhat kind of cost Informa¬
tion is needed in each instance. A method of converting routine accounts
to reveal this information must be determined. This vlU frequently
necessitate the use of statistical and engineering analysis, vhlch Is
obvlotisly the responsibility of someone outside of the general account¬
ing d^artment.
Since it is future costs that are important for most managerial
decisions, methods of estimating the costs of alternative programs must
be found. This invariably involves guessing about each item of escpense
under certain conditions. The guess can be an educated and useful one
if there is a clear picture of the alternatives, and if econdnlc analysis
is properly applied to the sitmtion to arrive at the proper cost con¬
cept to use.
Proper economic analysis of sltxiatlons snd alternatives is perhaps
the most important issue in arriving at special cost concepts. The
raw material is already available and, let us assume, flexible enou^
for reclassification. Econcmilc analysis must determine the kind of
cost information to be derived from these statements. If the right cost
concept is not chosen throiigh this anedysls and an isproper one is used,
decisions based thereon could and are likely to have a very harmful
effect on the firm.
Increased Responsibility of Managgpoit.— More is expected of
management personnel today than ever before, and rightly so. One in a
position to make decisions which govern production and all other opersi-
tlons thereto appettalning should hhve a clear knowledge of the operations
of each department, and should also know how the various departnents are
28
interrelated,
A knowledge of the various cost concepts and how they should he
applied is almost iitperatlve, for it is the only way that Intelligent
costs and income projections can be made. The danger of basing pricing
policies and other decisions on incorrect cost information is obvious
and has been previously sientloned.
Courses in Business and Managerial Economics as well as Economic
Analysis are serving to broaden the student of Business Administration
and produce more capable managers.
CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY
Economic lavrs govern btuslness activities but It does not follow that
cost and Income, or aay business accounts, must be recorded In keeping
vlth economics concepts. An accountant must first consider the needs of
the firm.
General accounting procedures, which are designed primarily to serve
legal, financial, and tax needs, to facilitate cos^arlson among periods
and among enterprises, and to allow for verification by disinterested
auditors must always maintain their rigid standards to fulfill their
pixrposes.
Economic analysis must be applied to situations for the purpose of
choosing the right kind of cost concept to use in each, and there are
many cost concepts. Certain economic conceptscan be advantageoxisly mn-
ployed by management when making decisions. Exan^les are use of the
"opportunity cost" depreciation and Interest concepts for pvirposes of
forecasting and price determination.
These special costs cannot be ceJ.culated In the traditional account¬
ing statements, for It would disrupt the high degree of consistency
which is to found eind must be maintained throughout the accountancy pro¬
fession. The general accounting statements, however, should be flexible
enough to permit reclassification and modification. It then is the duty
of management emd other cost specialist to decide upon the kind of cost
Information needed for each decision and to rearrange and analyze the
feuits supplied by conventional statements in such a way as to secure
29
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special cost estimates. It Is only In this vay that the most appropriate
cost Information can he made available for each use to vhlch It Is to be
put.
It Is true that accountants deal with history, but It Is only throTigh
an analysis of the past that man knows vhat to eiqpect In the future.
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